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Snabb furniture has become 
a  finalist in the Good Design 2016 
competition, organised by  the 
Institute of Industrial Design 
in  Warsaw. The Snabb system was 
among the best designed products 
of 2016. 

Expert Opinion of IWP:

The collection impresses with 
tasteful combination of modernity 
with the contemporary 
interpretation of the Midcenury 
Modern climate. It tunes 
in  very well with the current 
trends of  interior design, where 
austerity and minimalism are 
broken by  soft forms. Snabb 
is characterized by perfectly-
weighted number of  details 
which are not overwhelming, 
but which provide the collection 
with an  expressive character. 
Moderation and  harmony can 
also be perceived in furniture 
proportions and  the  selection 
of slope angles.

Snabb is modern furniture with a unique design, designed in a light and timeless 
form.  

The rounded shapes of the tabletops in combination with characteristic frames 
give the furniture its unusual delicacy.

The system was created in an attempt to combine organic forms with 
contemporary, minimalist architecture.

Design: Dorota Ignatowicz
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The unique element that attracts attention is the desk made 
of plywood with an ergonomic, rounded top and an original 
frame with a stainless steel foot. Perfect proportions 
and slender shapes create a harmonious whole.

Cabinets with rhythmic tectonics, maintained in a minimalist 
style, form the background for its light form.
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Snabb is a showpiece of an exclusive interior. It will ideally suit 
people whose profession and image require an exceptional style.

The furniture will perfectly fit into the spaces of both modern 
interiors and more classic ones.
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SB160          160x85x74

SB180         180x90x74

SB200        200x95x74

S2NO91         91,8x45x103

SBL160       192x166x74

SBL180       212x169x74

SBL200     232x172x74

S2N91            91,8x45x103

SBP160      192x166x74

SBP180      212x169x74

SBP200     232x172x74

S3NO138     138,6x45x103

SDL138 138,6x50x66,2 S3N138       138,6x45x103

SDP138 138,6x50x66,2 S2W91       91,8x45x189,4

SK60         42,9x60x65 S3WO138 138,6x45x189,4

SKF240     240x110x74 S3W138  138,6x45x189,4

SCF80         80x80x45 SBB160              138,4x30

SBB180               158,4x30

SBB200             178,4x30

The Snabb collection of executive 
furniture is distinguished 
by high attention to detail 
and original combination 
of  materials. The combination 
of laminated board with natural 
plywood and metal give the 
whole a unique elegance. 
 
Characteristic details are visible 
in each piece of furniture. Tops 
are made entirely of plywood, 
covered with HPL laminate 
on both sides, while in wardrobes 
it is used as an edging.
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TObO Ltd.

Kuriany 104, 15-588 Białystok, Poland
tobo.pl/en

tel. +48 537 449 604
e-mail: export@tobo.pl

WARRANTY
 36 MONTHS

25 YEARS 
ON THE 
MARKET

FURNITURE MANUFACTURER


